Next Steps
2016

NOW

2016

Submission of planning
application to Scottish
Government

Formal consultation
process

2019

2017

Construction of
wind farm begins

Expected determination
of application

2020

OPERATION

Beaw Field Wind
Farm operational

In the first quarter of 2016 we will be submitting a Full
S.36 Planning Application to the Scottish Government.
Details of how to make your views known to the Scottish
Government will be made available on our website upon

October 2015
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Beaw Field
Wind Farm

submission.
If you would like us to provide this information directly to
you please leave your contact details with a member of
the team at our public exhibitions or get in touch.
Bernadette Barry at:
Peel Dome, The Trafford Centre
Manchester M17 8PL
Telephone: 0161 629 8415
Email: bbarry@peel.co.uk

www.beawfieldwindfarm.co.uk

Key Constraints

Site Access
4

3

1
2

1

Turbine components will be delivered
by boat to Sullom Voe. They will
then be laid down at the port and
transferred to specialised vehicles

2

Components will be transferred to
the Port of Toft via the exisiting road
network
Please note that these blades are 40 meters long and are shown for illustrative purposes only

Birds – Turbines have been removed from
identified Red Throated Diver flight line
corridors

Aviation – Turbines have been located out
with Scatsta Airport’s Obstacle Limitation

Peat – Extensive peat surveys have been
carried out and areas of deep peat have

Surface (OLS)

been avoided

3 Components will then cross the Yell
Sound either using the existing ferry
services or by using specialist vessels

4

Components will then be transported
from Ulsta to the site entrance via the
B9081

Please note that these blades are 40 meters long and are shown for illustrative purposes only

Terrain – The site has been carefully
designed to avoid steep inclines and
declines which may hinder the delivery
of turbine components

Cultural Heritage – Numerous heritage
features have been identified on the site
and have been avoided
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Noise – Background noise monitoring
took place in June. The current design has
been modelled and complies with ETSU
regulations

NB. The route shown is the preferred access route
which will be presented in the planning application
however the route may be subject to change
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Following public exhibitions held on Yell in April 2015, questionnaire
responses from the local communities were collected and collated.
This invaluable information has since fed into the design phase
of the project, shaping the Beaw Field Wind Farm development.

Which of the following best describes your
views about Beaw Field Wind Farm?

KEY:
Visual impact

I’m strongly
supportive of it

Potential community
benefits

Other

Clean energy for future
generations

Impact on the land

I’m reasonably
supportive of it

78%
KEY:

6%

If you ticked reasonably or strongly supportive,
please indicate what benefits you feel could come
from the Beaw Field Wind Farm:

KEY:

KEY:

Do you feel that onshore wind should play a
significant part in Shetland’s future energy mix?
16%

If you ticked somewhat or strongly opposed,
please indicate the relevant concerns you have:

Potential employment
opportunities for local
companies

Noise

I’m neither supportive
nor unsupportive

Yes

Impact on habitats

I’m somewhat
opposed

Unsure

No

Lower energy
dependency

Impact on birds

Upgrading of
transport routes

Impact on roads and
transport routes

CO2 Savings

I’m strongly
opposed

Decrease in tourism
Impact on cultural
heritage
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Based on 49 Respondents

When asked specifically about the Beaw Field development,
82% of respondents stated that they are supportive of the
development, in contrast to the four people (8%) who felt
somewhat opposed and the single respondent (2%) who
felt strongly opposed to the scheme.

Thank you for providing us with
you feedback following our event
in April. This feedback alongside our
technical and environmental studies
has helped shape the final scheme
presented here today.

Which of the following would you prefer to
see at Beaw Field Wind Farm?

15%

2

3

4

5

6

7

Visual appeal

8

Number of Responses Based on 11
Respondents Able to Select Multiple Answers

Number of Responses
Based on 49 Respondents

A significant majority of the 49 respondents to this question
were in favour of onshore wind development on Shetland. Only
three people said they are against onshore wind significantly
contributing to the local energy mix.

1

Number of Responses Based on 44
Respondents Able to Select Multiple Answers

11 people raised concerns about the scheme and we have
endeavoured to take these concerns on board as we have
worked on the final design of the project. All of the points raised
have been taken into account and you can see this in more
detail in our project information booklet and at our exhibitions
in October 2015.

Out of the 49 people who responded to the questionnaire, 44
highlighted the potential benefits that they felt the Beaw Field
Wind Farm development could offer. Of these, community
benefits and the provision of clean energy for future generations
were most commonly suggested, alongside potential
employment opportunities for the local area.

As part of any planning consent Peel will offer local
communities a £5000/ MW community benefit
fund (equating to up to £375,000 per year, every
year, for 25 years)- Do you want this to happen?

8%
KEY:

37%

For further information on the
development please visit the
project website at:

98%

2%

A large number (up to 28)
of smaller scale turbines
(around 120m tall)

KEY:

Yes

A smaller number
(around 18) of larger
turbines (up to 145m tall)

No
Either

www.beawfieldwindfarm.co.uk
None of the above

Beaw Field
Wind Farm
Consultation
Feedback

44%

To stay in touch please contact
Bernadette Barry at:
Peel Dome, The Trafford Centre
Manchester M17 8PL
Telephone: 0161 629 8415
Email: bbarry@peel.co.uk

www.beawfieldwindfarm.co.uk

Based on 46 Respondents

This part of the questionnaire was very important for us as it
had a significant effect on the final design of the scheme. While
more people favoured a smaller number of larger turbines, five
people also voiced concerns about the proximity of turbines to
houses in this layout. This has been taken into account in the final
design, with turbines being moved further away from residential
properties.
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Based on 44 Respondents

The vast majority of respondents welcomed the suggested
community benefit fund. A number of people cited an interest
in possible community ownership options and this is something
we will continue to look into.

www.beawfieldwindfarm.co.uk
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